
Is time a luxury?
O-JETS. PRIVATE AND BUSINESS JETS.



About O-Jets
O-JETS is the result of a perfect blend between private aviation and corporate travel. Our goal is 
to offer not only the best possible solutions for business jets but also a perfect combination 
between private aircrafts and scheduled flights in order to achieve the perfect mix between 
comfort and cost.

O-JETS benefits from the in-house synergies with the well-established OSIRIS TRAVEL, offering 
24 hour customer support.

The services we provide are not limited to the most common Business and Leisure trips but also 
to partner with aircraft operators who require worldwide crew positioning and also consultancy 
services.



PERSONAL AND EXCLUSIVE SERVICE

Each company, group or individual assumes 
specific needs. The O-JETS travel managers 
guarantee an exclusive and optimized service. 
Continuous trip monitoring and follow-up enable 
an immediate reaction in the event of changing 
travel parameters.

The operational experience of the O-JETS teams 
and international partners is a relevant asset 
providing immediate feedback with suitable 
solutions. Our goal is to provide service of 
excellence in private aviation.



The range of the O-JETS services has been designed thinking in all types of needs, with special 
emphasis on business jets.

Services



Commonly known as the aircraft service that offers 
the highest level of comfort and flexibility, not only 
for corporate clients but also private individuals, O-
Jets has a team ready to respond immediately to 
any enquiry received and in a short timeframe 
provide an indicative price for the required trip. 
Using an extensive list of partners, O-Jets will 
ensure the offer given will be the most adequate to 
the client’s requirements. Our longtime experience 
in private aviation will consider all possible 
restrictions like aircraft performance, crew duty, 
weather and slots. Once an enquiry is received, we 
can support the client to find the best aircraft 
option and clarify any issues related to the 
requested trip without any sort of commitment.

BUSINESS JETS - WORLDWIDE



Knowing the critical timeframes for airline crew 
travel, our team works alongside with Osiris Travel
to be able to respond 24/7 to all requests to 
position crews in any location, using both 
scheduled services and Business Jets. The 
consolidated experience in business aviation helps 
us understanding the specific needs of the airline 
considering not only the urgency to get the crew in 
a specific location but also having in mind the 
minimum rest in the options given before the crew 
starts its duty.

CREW MANAGEMENT - 24 HOUR SERVICE



O-Jets is not limited to the typical business jets. We 
can provide services using both medium and long-
haul aircraft tailored for each request. Ranging 
from VIP Airliners with a typical 40+ passenger 
capacity to long-haul airliners, O-Jets can offer a 
variety of options of airplanes for any request. We 
also provide tailor-made trips like air cruises in 
dedicated aircraft with a variety of geographical 
options to set up the dream tour. For large 
delegations and sports trips, it is common to use a 
traditional airliner to achieve a lowest cost per 
seat.

CHARTER FLIGHTS FOR GOVERNMENT, CORPORATE, LEISURE 

AND SPORTS EVENTS



O-Jets offers complementary services ranging from 
the typical VIP ground transportation, hotel 
bookings, special catering requests, flower 
bouquets and chocolates to medical assistance. 
There is no request our team will leave 
unattended. We will make sure our clients get all 
desires fulfilled even if from a last minute phone 
call. To achieve this successfully we rely not only on 
our team but also our agents around the globe.

CONCIERGE SERVICES



Our activity is purely commercial and the O-Jets
team is able to market existing business jets that 
owners wish to charter to third party to generate 
additional revenue. This allows maximum exposure 
to the charter market thanks to our extensive sales 
network built throughout the years, cost savings on 
headcount for the aircraft owner if he does not 
wish to have an in-house sales department.

PRIVATE AIRCRAFT SALES MANAGEMENT



O-Jets offers consultancy services for processes 
that require legal support generally related to lease 
contracts, compliance and insurance as well as 
technical and engineering for airlines and lessors 
(aircraft phase-in/out, shop visits, etc). 

Concerning crew management solutions we 
provide a turnkey solution for crew rostering fully 
compliant with EASA rules. This is a perfect 
solution for small and midsize companies that 
prefer to subcontract this type of service to 
specialists. 

O-Jets will provide the most adequate consultancy 
team for each need and a dedicated project 
manager.

TECHNICAL AND LEGAL CONSULTANCY



In case you or any friend or relative requires 
medical support for repatriation or transportation 
to a specific hospital or clinic, O-Jets can provide 
such service using a wide range of partnerships 
with both air ambulance and ground ambulance 
services.

For the air ambulance, a medical team will ensure 
the best possible care during the flight as well as 
the coordination with all other physicians both at 
origin and destination.

Feel free to call our team 24/7 for assistance.

EMS – EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES



The O-JETS team is available 24 hours a day and 
ready to respond to any enquires. Contact us now!

CONTACT US

+351 931 639 837 / +351 213 139 500 / +351 215 800 129

sales@o-jets.com

WWW.O-JETS.COM


